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Bio

Entrepreneur in residence at PostNL

Marvia

Online print company

Acquired by PostNL

Within PostNL
Active

Intrapreneurship

How to work when you change things?

Studied master: Emergent Technology

Innovation

Personal passions

Innovation within:
Startups

Large organizations

Yesterday

Touch on TV

Emergence of touch screen

Emerge the field of media

What does this technology do to
organizations?

Today

Mindset for innovation
Startups

Should take place in large org

1 year old play with iPad, swiping on a real
magazine: http://youtu.be/aXV-yaFmQNk

Meanwhile in
Rome, Pop
inauguration 2005 Watching live

2013 Watching via devices

Tomorrow
People getting older don't know how
to use technology

Jons

I like to start building things

Entrepreneur: disrupt things/ industries

When disrupting: you build things!

Innovation:
You don't know where the end will be

But you will start up

About

From bedroom to boardroom

Started with 3 > 10 people

Company was acquired

Problem: print is dying
Startup finds a solution to a problem

Make print marketing as easy as
email marketing

Analogy

Design company, customer can't edit themselves

Marvia:

Create a design, for

Flyers

Brochure

Etc...

Edit the content

Corporate identity is fixed

Printable certified PDF

Send PDF to print company to print or press

Business
model

Think of revenue model

Designer on average 75 euro for one hour design work

75 euro is the fee for a month use of
Marvia: one can make unlimited changes

Steps

Idea
It's about execution

Tell it to other

Product Build it

Business Grow a business

System
Grow into a system

Marvia completes the system of
PostNL (make > print > sent)

Industries
die!

Mechanical
horse vs car

“If I had asked people what they wanted, they
would have said faster horses.” Henry Ford

Different product for same market

Phone

Would you like a glass phone?

iPhone
Flipped the industry over

Phone became a feature

Apple built an ecosystem

Tip! Build a product wherein
others can make money as well

Music

Napster, disrupted
the industry

Today: services such as Spotify disrupt

Who liked disruption? people

Who didn't like disruption? music industry

Why do industries
not reinvent
themselves?

Addicted to own
revenue stream

Revenue will maintain system

Hard to
Innovate

Break the rules

Example newspaper

Why not make an app for flipbord?

It takes all the revenue away

Big organizations are not
build to make ideas Other people will

Arrogance of a leader

People in garages

Entrance barriers are low

Even a 19 year old can disrupt

Mindset is
really
important

Intro

Vision
Feel you vision

See where you are going

Innovation in large
organizations:

A marathon not a sprint

Build an organization to enable that people can build

Make innovation possible

QuotesNo respect for status quo

1 Seth Godin:
unleashing the idea
virus

Open thinking

Movie Press Pause Play:
http://www.presspauseplay.com/

What he did?

Posted the ebook online

Started with a few downloads

Now 5 mln downloads

How did he do it?

His self

Laptop

Internet

Did he make money?

Make a point

Then people wanted to have it in print

In other languages

Lesson?

This changes everything

I was not trying to make money, I was trying to make a point

Put his money where his mouth is

Build a revenue model via Amazon (print versions)

Lesson

Now everybody is a writer, musician or filmmaker

Internet is your friend not enemy

Find your audience online

2 Think big and
start small

Build one feature people really like and build from there

Andreas
Raptopoulos

Intro

Change the paradigm of transport via Matternet

Design transport in the same way as internet

Www.wesolveforx.com

TEDx Talk: http://youtu.be/eqcX3AM5oh8

Video

1 bln people have no access to roads

Is there technology that can help countries leapfrog
instead of building a complex road system?

Ultra flexible automated
logistic network

Transport for physical goods in the
same way as internet

Matternet

1. Automatic electric flying vehicles

Drones

UAV (unmanned Automatic Value)

Benefiting of revolution of phone industry

Same parts as iPhone in drone

GPS

Gyroscope

2. Landing stations

On ground

Fly in and out

Swap

Pickup & deliver load

3. Routing software
Full network

Met supply with demand

Why
Use drones to get medicine to people

Send packages from A to B

Lesson:Revolution in one industry can benefit others

3 clear mission what
to do today

Why did Kodak not
reinvent itself?

To big to fail? It wasn't!

Went bankrupt in 2012

Instragram was acquired by
Facebook ($1 bln)

Mission Kodak: capturing images
Kodak should have invented
Instagram alike platform

Lesson:Clear vision: small and compact

Transition

We're not in a crisis
but in a transition

Cope with change

Startups are in permanent crisis

What do you
need?

MindsetThe right mindset

People

Right team and skills

Business Intelligence flows out
organisations (external consultants)

Different skill set

A-team

Mandate

You cannot work with your hands tied behind your back

For the entire organization

Minimize numbers of layers

Communication

Really communicate visually

Understandable

Info graphicsEasy to share

Animation

How to do it?

Map out an organizationProcess

Research phase

Concept

Design

The Business
Model Canvas

Maps out business model

More than revenue stream

Http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/canvas

Strategyzer
academy

Https://strategyzer.com/

Different
Rules

Systems

Continuum

Improve

Existing

Known environment

Forecast

Incremental

Detailled plans do work

Invent

New

Experimenting

Unknown environ

Hard to forecast

Search for Business Intelligence that work

Detailled plans don't work

Improve & invent at same
time in a company

Barriers drop

Out wit the old in with the new

Make money from what you do?

Lessons
Build a durable organization

Enable the right side

Wrap up
message

What are you going to innovate?

Be entrepreneurial in own organization!

Think big, start small

Q&A

Think big, act small!

Continuous
improvement?

Go along with continuous disruption

Lean startup movement

Gain continuous innovation

We're in the business of taking ourselves out of business

Change mindset for our
organisation, practical tips?

Make it visual

Make big posters out of big quotes

Http://www.startupvitamins.com/

Physical poster: you walk in the office and see it

Legend

This mind map was created at
YOUNG EUROSAI 2013 congress
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